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1 Introduction

The value of polymorphism in programming languages has been demonstrated by languages such

as ML [19]. Recent e�cient implementations of ML have shown that a language with implicit

polymorphism can be practical [1]. The core of ML's type system is limited, however, by the fact

that only instances of polymorphic functions may be passed as arguments to other functions, but

not the polymorphic functions themselves. This has serious practical consequences, particularly

for modular programming. For this reason, ML incorporates the generic let construct which

cannot be de�ned in terms of �-abstraction and other extensions to the basic Hindley-Milner

type system [12, 18], such as the module system [16]. More powerful type systems allowing explicit

quanti�cation over types, such as the second-order polymorphic �-calculus [11, 27] (which we refer

to as F

2

), are free of such limitations. Thus, it is natural to ask whether they too can form the

basis for practical programming languages.

A number of e�orts in language design have sought to accomplish this by augmenting or adapt-

ing existing languages and systems with aspects of F

2

. In the design of the language FX-89 [13],

for example, ML's type system is essentially extended with \open" and \close" constructs that

provide a means of converting between explicitly quanti�ed and generic types. Other design e�orts

which also extend a basic type system with some form of type abstraction include Pebble [5] and

Russell [9].

We are taking an alternative approach in which a core calculus with a type system possessing

the desired characteristics (in this case the ability to abstract and quantify over types explicitly) is

extended to a practical programming language. The extensions must be made carefully so that the

\essence" of the core calculus and its bene�cial theoretical properties are preserved. The core cal-

culus used as our starting point is F

!

, the !-order polymorphic �-calculus [11] (highlights of which

we will briey describe later). One of the attractive properties of pure F

!

is that there is a simple

and natural logic (higher-order logic) and a natural type theory (the Calculus of Constructions) in

which we can develop or reason about programs (see [15] and [8, 21], respectively). Systems like
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the implementation of the Calculus of Constructions [10] tend to emphasize program construction

by a process akin to constructive theorem proving, while the underlying programming language

(in this case F

!

) is rather underdeveloped and impractical. Our aim is to make the underlying

language more practical and manageable.

Though in many respects similar to our e�ort, Quest [6] is much more ambitious in the range

of constructs it includes, such as subtypes and bounded quanti�cation. This makes it much more

di�cult to reason about and compile, and, at present, no logic for speci�cation or reasoning about

Quest programs has been developed.

Extending F

!

to a practical language introduces a number of challenging problems in both

design and implementation. For example, data types and case expressions are de�nable within

the core calculus [25], which means that these features can in principle be de�ned as syntactic

sugar. However, de�nitions of data types, especially at higher order, are quite complex, and hence

it is di�cult to carry out such extensions. Furthermore, the problem of type reconstruction (the

problem of �lling in omitted type information) is known to be only semi-decidable [2, 22], while

little is known about the related problem of type inference. Also, there are theoretical results

indicating that a functional implementation of datatypes leads to inherent ine�ciencies [20, 7].

Thus, a large part of our research is devoted to addressing these problems.

In this paper we report on our work in progress, which has thus far resulted in the design and

prototype implementation of pure LEAP

1

, a conservative (semantically equivalent) extension of F

!

.

Some aspects of LEAP are discussed in [24, 26, 25]. One way to view our work is that it provides

a target language for program development techniques using higher-order logic or the Calculus of

Constructions, yet is readable, and can be e�ciently compiled. The result of compilation currently

is Common Lisp code. However, our long range plan is to design an extended LEAP language,

which is no longer a conservative extension of F

!

but includes unrestricted recursion and side-

e�ects. Such a language would no longer allow formal reasoning about its programs in such a

simple and direct way, but its run-time implementation problems are much better understood.

Extended LEAP would serve as the target language for compilation of pure LEAP.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. We begin with a brief introduction to the

polymorphic �-calculus. Then we outline the implementation of pure LEAP, including the struc-

ture of the implementation, issues of type reconstruction and type-argument synthesis, inductively

de�ned types, and other conservative extensions. Finally we discuss the problems and strategies of

compiling pure LEAP to Common Lisp code.

2 Explicit Polymorphism

This section serves two purposes. First, it provides a cursory review of the polymorphic �-calculus.

This calculus was chosen as the core of LEAP because its type system allows explicit quanti�cation

over types. There are a number of thorough treatments of variants of this calculus in the literature,

for instance [11] and [27]. Here we will give only a few highlights, concentrating on the well-known

connections to programming languages. Our second purpose is to introduce the syntax of LEAP

as accepted by our prototype implementation.

Let us begin by de�ning the second-order polymorphic �-calculus, using LEAP's syntax. In the

following grammar, we use the metavariables E for expressions, x for variables, T for types, and A

1

A Language with Eval And Polymorphism.
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for type variables.

De�nition 1 F

2

, the Second-order Polymorphic �-Calculus (in LEAP syntax).

E ::= x | lam x : T: E | (E E

0

) | Lam A: E | E [T]

T ::= A | T -> T

0

| Del A: T

In this calculus, polymorphism is introduced by explicitly quantifying type variables. This is unlike

ML, where type abstraction is always implicit. So, for example, in Standard ML the polymorphic

identity function is written as follows

<SML> val id = fn x => x;

val id = fn : 'a -> 'a

whereas in F

2

, it is expressed like this:

<F

2

> define id = Lam A. lam x:A. x;

id : Del A. A -> A

The function id accepts a type argument, A, as speci�ed by the type abstraction Lam. Type

abstractions give rise to quanti�ed types denoted by Reynolds' � operator, written as Del (and

oftentimes appearing in the literature as 8).

As is well known, these two versions of id are not quite the same. In ML the following fails to

type-check:

<SML> (fn f => (f 1 , f true)) id;

Error: f true : type mismatch.

despite the fact that id is polymorphic, whereas in F

2

, because of the explicit quanti�cation in the

type of id, we can write

2

<F

2

> (lam f:(Del A. A->A). pair [Nat] [Bool] (f [Nat] 1) (f [Bool] true)) id;

where the type arguments to function f are enclosed in square brackets. The problem in ML is that

the type variables in polymorphic arguments to functions can be instantiated only once, whereas

in F

2

the instantiation of type variables can be controlled by the application of type abstractions

to di�erent types in di�erent contexts.

The additional expressive power in F

2

comes, it seems, at the expense of a considerable amount

of notational baggage. We will see later that one of our principles in the design of LEAP has been

to alleviate this by incorporating type reconstruction as well as by judicious use of syntactic sugar.

In Standard ML this inability to abstract over polymorphic functions is circumvented somewhat

by providing a generic let construct. So, this example can be written in ML as follows:

<SML> let val f = fn x => x in (f 1 , f true) end;

However, this means that the \argument" f must be known in advance. The function

2

In an environment where Nat, Bool, id, pair, and 1 are appropriately de�ned.
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<SML> fn f => (f 1 , f true);

still is not typable.

Extending beyond F

2

to F

!

, the notion of kinds is introduced. In the following grammar, the

metavariable K ranges over kinds.

De�nition 2 F

!

, the !-order Polymorphic Typed �-Calculus (in LEAP syntax).

E ::= x | lam x : T: E | (E E

0

) | Lam A: E | E [T]

T ::= A | T -> T

0

| Del A : K: T | LAM A : K: T | T T

0

K ::= * | K -> K

0

Kinds are related to types in the same way that types are related to expression terms. All of the

types in the F

2

fragment of F

!

are of kind \type," which in LEAP is written as \*." In addition

to types of kind *, F

!

also allows \higher-order" types, which are essentially functions over types

and kinds. For instance, \type functions" that map types to types have kind * -> *. This feature

allows one to give closed term de�nitions for inductive data types [4, 25, 26]. For example, in ML

the list type constructor can be de�ned as follows:

<SML> datatype 'a list =

nil of 'a list |

cons of 'a * 'a list;

On the other hand, it turns out that a Curried form of this data type can be de�ned in F

!

in closed

form:

<F

!

> Define List = LAM C:* . Del A:*->* .

(Del B:* . A B) -> (Del B:* . B -> A B -> A B) -> (A C);

<F

!

> define nil = Lam C:* . Lam A:*->* .

lam n:(Del B:* . A B) . lam c:(Del B:* . B -> A B -> A B) .

n [C];

<F

!

> define cons = Lam C:* . lam x:A1 . lam l:List A1 . Lam A:*->* .

lam n:(Del B:* . A B) . lam c:(Del B:* . B -> A B -> A B) .

c [C] x (l [A] n c);

List has kind * -> *; so, for example, List Nat (i.e., List applied to type Nat) gives the type

of lists of natural numbers.

Again, the syntax in the F

!

de�nitions is exceedingly cumbersome, and their form quite obscure.

However, the fact that inductive data types can be de�ned within this calculus suggests that an

ML-style \datatype" de�nition facility could be incorporated into our LEAP language as a purely

syntactic extension. This is the approach we have taken in LEAP.

3 The Implementation of Pure LEAP

The implementation of a programming language based on F

!

poses a number of interesting chal-

lenges. Although the type system is extremely powerful, the amount of explicit type information

present in even the simplest of programs can be overwhelming. F

!

has no built-in data types or

constants, so it can be laborious to express even simple arithmetic, not to mention the problem of
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compiling it e�ciently. Our approach in the design of LEAP has been to add features, such as a

facility for de�ning inductive types, to F

!

by making conservative, syntactic extensions. This has

resulted in an expressive and syntactically tractable language which is also semantically equivalent

to F

!

.

We now present highlights of the design and implementation of pure LEAP, an extension of

F

!

with global de�nitions, type reconstruction, type argument synthesis, kind inference, inductive

datatype de�nitions, and function de�nition by primitive recursion.

3.1 Representing F

2

As in the previous section, we begin with the F

2

-based fragment of pure LEAP. The �rst matter to

consider is the representation of the abstract syntax of LEAP programs. We chose a representation

based on higher-order abstract syntax [23] in which all the name binding operators of the language

are represented by �-abstractions. This simpli�es many of the implementation problems, since we

can now take advantage of higher-order uni�cation as used in �Prolog to do type reconstruction.

Also, issues such as renaming of bound variables are handled by �Prolog (which is our primary

implementation language, Common Lisp is the other), thus allowing us to formulate the various

implementation components of LEAP very concisely and quickly.

E ::= x | (lam T (�x: E)) | (app E E

0

) | (Lam (�A: E)) | (App E T)

T ::= A | (fun T T

0

) | (Del (�A: T))

Here, the abstract syntax operators are represented as constants, such as app, fun, or lam. Syntactic

operators which bind variables have �-abstractions as subterms. These �-abstractions are in the

abstract syntax metalanguage, and are not abstractions in F

2

. One important consequence of this

basic representation is that variables in the metalanguage (�Prolog) represent variables in the F

2

.

As an example, consider the closed-form de�nition of the natural numbers in F

2

:

Define Nat = Del A . A -> (A -> A) -> A;

define zero = Lam A . lam z:A . lam s:A->A . z;

define succ = lam n:Nat . Lam A . lam z:A . lam s:A->A . s (n [A] z s);

The higher-order abstract syntax representation for these is as follows:

Nat � (Del (�A. (fun A (fun (fun A A) A))))

Zero � (Lam (�A. (lam A (�z. (lam (fun A A) (�s. z))))))

Succ � (lam Nat (�n. (Lam (�A. (lam A (�z. (lam (fun A A)

�s. (app s (app (app (App n A) z) s)))))))))

3.2 Type Reconstruction

Now, with a higher-order abstract syntax representation for expressions and types, higher-order

uni�cation can be used to implement type reconstruction. The basic idea is to allow types to be

omitted from �-abstractions and from applications of polymorphic functions to types. In other

words, the syntax given in De�nition 1 is extended with the following productions:

E ::= . . . | lam x . E | E []
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The �rst production indicates that the type of a �-variable can now be omitted. The second

production shows that type arguments can now be left out, although a \placeholder" indicating

that a type needs to be �lled in by the reconstruction algorithm, still must be supplied.

The reconstruction algorithm we use is the one given in [22] in the language �Prolog [17]. The

algorithm is based on the uni�cation of higher-order abstract syntax terms, which can conveniently

be implemented in �Prolog, since the latter is based on higher-order uni�cation.

In the LEAP implementation, a predicate typeof written in �Prolog reconstructs missing types

in partially-typed expressions. For example, the �Prolog clause for determining the type of an

application is something like:

typeof (app E1 E2) T2 :- typeof E1 (fun T1 T2), typeof E2 T1.

That is to say, the type of E

1

applied to E

2

is T

2

if the type of E

1

is T

1

->T

2

and the type of E

2

is

T

1

. The type of a lam-abstraction is determined by the following clause:

3

typeof (lam T1 E) (fun T1 T2) :-

pi (� x. (typeofvar x T1 => typeof (E x) T2).

This clause can be read as \the type of the abstraction `lam x : T

1

: E' is T

1

->T

2

if for arbitrary x

of type T

1

, the type of E is T

2

." The (higher-order) uni�cation of the construction (E x) ensures

that the E is abstracted by a variable x of the appropriate type.

Type reconstruction for F

2

and F

!

is known to be undecidable [2, 22], but in practice our �Prolog

programs behaves well. It is not as restrictive as the algorithms in [3, 13] and we have found that

the additional freedom is often useful. The main price we pay in practice is not undecidability or

even e�ciency, but the fact that principal type schemas no longer exist. This means we will have

to go back to the user and ask for more type information in case types can be restored in several,

essentially di�erent ways (self-application as in [22] is an example of this phenomenon).

3.3 Type-argument Synthesis

Type reconstruction dramatically simpli�es programming in LEAP, but it is still necessary to

use Lam for type abstractions and write empty-bracket \placeholders" to indicate where a type

argument should be reconstructed. If these restrictions are removed, we are left the problem of

type inference. Unfortunately, it is not known whether type inference for F

!

is decidable, or if an

e�ective procedure for type inference exists. Furthermore, even if a (semi-)decision procedure were

to be found, it is not clear that it would be useful in practice.

In LEAP, we have adopted a simple syntactic extension that eliminates most of the empty

type applications. When a variable is de�ned (either in a top-level de�nition or bound in a lam-

abstraction), the programmer is permitted to specify the number of type applications that should

be synthesized for each occurrence of that variable. For example, recall our earlier de�nitions of

nil and cons:

define nil* = Lam C:* . . . .

define cons* = Lam C:* . . . .

3

A �Prolog goal of the form \pi (� X. subgoal)" can be thought of as universal quanti�cation: it succeeds if

the subgoal succeeds for an arbitrary value of X. A goal of the form \assumption => subgoal" succeeds if the subgoal

succeeds under the speci�ed assumption.
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Here, we have written single asterisks after the identi�ers, indicating that in each case, one type

argument is to be synthesized. So, for example, we can write cons* [Nat] 1 (nil* [Nat]) or,

using the type synthesis feature: cons 1 nil . The fact that nil and cons are de�ned with single

asterisk su�xes means that occurrences of these variables without asterisks are to have synthesized

type arguments. In other words, the above \macro expands" into cons* [] 1 (nil* []) at

which point the type reconstruction phase of the LEAP implementation �lls in the omitted type

information.

This simple scheme has a number of advantages over previous approaches. In FX-89 [13],

control over the \duality" between generic polymorphism and explicit quanti�cation is provided by

\open" and \close" primitives. For example, in FX-89 it is possible to write:

<FX-89> (lambda (f : 8a. a -> a) (open f) (pair (f 1) (f true)))

The \open" operation converts the explicitly quanti�ed type for f to an ML-style generic type. The

\close" operation performs the opposite conversion. Without syntactic sugar, one could express

this program as:

<F

!

> lam f : Del A. A -> A. pair [Nat] [Bool] (f [Nat] 1) (f [Bool] true);

But in LEAP, with type reconstruction and type-argument synthesis, we can write:

<LEAP> lam f*. pair (f 1) (f true);

where we assume that pair was de�ned with a two-asterisk su�x (i.e., as pair** = . . .).

3.4 Extensions to F

!

Text describing the extension of the representation from F

2

to F

!

and the description

of \kind inference" has been omitted from this extended abstract.

3.5 Inductively De�ned Types

Another important syntactic extension to F

!

that we have made for Pure LEAP is a mechanism

for de�ning inductive types. Many useful data types can be de�ned inductively, such as the nat-

ural numbers, tuples, polymorphic lists and trees, and even F

!

programs [24]. Such a de�nition

mechanism is crucial to LEAP's practicality because F

!

has no primitive types or built-in constants.

An inductive type de�nition consists of a type name, a list of constructor names, and their

types. For example, natural numbers and polymorphic lists can be de�ned in LEAP as follows:

indtype Nat:* with indtype List:*->* with

zero : Nat nil* : Del A. List A

succ : Nat -> Nat; cons* : Del A. A -> List A -> List A;

There are two restrictions on the form of inductive type de�nitions: the type being de�ned must be

the result type of each constructor, and it may only occur positively in the types of the constructor

arguments (see [25] or [26] for more details).

Interestingly, inductive type de�nitions are simply an elaborate form of syntactic sugar because

any inductively de�ned type can be represented by a closed type in F

!

, and its constructors can be
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represented by closed terms in F

!

. Although there are many ways an inductively de�ned type can

be represented, we have chosen one in which a term with an inductive type can serve as an iterator.

For example, a desirable property of the Church numeral n is that n f = f

n

(ie, f composed with

itself n times).

De�ning the closed form of an inductive type is straightforward. Suppose T is the type being

de�ned and T

i

is the type of constructor i. The closed form of T is:

LAM A

1

: K

1

. . . LAM A

n

: K

n

. Del A : K.

([A=T ]T

1

) -> . . .-> ([A=T ]T

n

) -> (A A

1

. . . A

n

)

where n is the number of type arguments T should take (as determined by its kind K) and where

[A=T ]T

i

is the result of substituting A for free occurrences of T in the type of constructor i. Hence,

the closed forms of Nat and List are:

Nat = Del A:* . A -> (A -> A) -> A

List = LAM A1:* . Del A:*->* .

(Del B:* . A B) -> (Del B:* . B -> A B -> A B) -> (A A1)

Extracting the closed term de�nitions for the constructors

4

is not as straightforward, but still

constitutes a purely syntactic expansion. A complete description of the method used to expand

inductive datatype de�nitions into these closed-form expressions is given in [25].

3.6 Case Expressions and Inductive De�nitions

Text describing the syntactic sugar allowing de�nition by cases and primitive recursion

has been omitted from this extended abstract.

4 Compiling LEAP

Two important properties of F

!

have a major impact on the implementation of the run-time aspects

of pure LEAP. First, once a program has been determined to be well-typed, the type information is

not needed to execute it. Second, as a result of the strong normalization theorem [11], LEAP may

be implemented using eager evaluation, since no well-typed term can lead to an in�nite reduction

sequence. It should be noted that the compilation techniques described in this section are only

applicable to pure LEAP | in particular, they are incompatible with general recursion and side-

e�ects. Our current prototype implementation compiles LEAP code to Common Lisp, although

in principle any one of a number of languages (such as Scheme) could be used as a \�-calculus

engine". In fact, Scheme would have been the most appropriate language to use, but Common Lisp

happens to be an integral part of our environment, and thus more convenient in this case.

Two problems arise from the low-level pure LEAP representation of data and functions. First, if

a term is represented as a function, it is not desirable to print it as such. Second, this representation

of terms, and the inherited representation of functions on them, such as constructors and, even

more so, destructors, is inherently ine�cient.

The �rst problem is not very di�cult to solve. The basic idea is that any term is represented

as a function of a number of variables, each corresponding to one of the constructors from which it

4

Examples zero, succ, nil, and cons are given earlier.
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may be built. If this function is applied to functions that serve as the constructors, a useful Lisp

term will result. For example, the functional representation of any natural number can be applied

to Lisp expressions '0 and #'1+ resulting in a Lisp number, and that of any list can be applied to

the Lisp expressions 'nil and #'(lambda (h) #'(lambda (t) (cons h t))), resulting in a Lisp

list. Of course, as we discuss below, it is not trivial to determine that a particular term is a natural

number, list, etc. In particular, the type information associated with a term is used extensively.

By the time the actual LEAP compiler deals with a program, all the syntactic sugar has been

expanded away, and all we are left with is an F

!

term. This means that a lot of information has

been obscured from the compiler. An analogous situation is that of Scheme compilers, where a do

loop is typically expanded into a tail recursion in an early stage, and later the compiler needs to

recognize that instances of tail recursion can be compiled as e�ciently as if they were do loops.

In LEAP, this obscuring of information introduces a major complication, in that the functions

which operate on the representations of inductive types tend to be inherently very ine�cient. For

example, the succ constructor for natural numbers, if just compiled directly, would count up to a

number before adding one to it.

Destructors are even worse [7, 20] because in general they need to be implemented using prim-

itive recursion. This makes obtaining the predecessor of a natural number or the tail of a list

extremely ine�cient. We have developed a general technique for recognizing instances of construc-

tors and some other functions on inductive types and translating many of them to more primitive

functions. To date the compiler does this for natural numbers and lists only. To show how this

can be done we present a compilation function hi from LEAP terms and their types to Common

Lisp terms { types are available to the compiler as a result of the type reconstruction phase. We

assume the de�nitions of Lisp functions iternat and iterlist which turn numbers and lists into

their respective iterators. For example, iternat applied to n, f and x iterates f n times over x.

h x, T i = x

h lam x : T: E, T -> T

0

i = #'(lambda (x) h E, T

0

i )

h E E

0

, T

0

i = (funcall h E, T -> T

0

i h E

0

, T i )

h Lam A: E, Del A: A->(A->A)->A i =

(funcall (funcall h E, A->(A->A)->A i '0) #'1+ )

h Lam A: E, Del A: A->(T->A->A)->A i =

(funcall (funcall h E, A->(T->A->A)->A i 'nil)

#'(lambda (h) #'(lambda (t) (cons h t))) )

h Lam A: E, Del A: T i = h E, T i

if neither of the preceding two rules apply

h E [T], T->(T->T)->T i = iternat h E, Del A: A->(A->A)->A i

if E has the type Del A: A->(A->A)->A

h E [T], T->(T

0

->T->T)->T i = iterlist h E, Del A: A->(T

0

->A->A)->A i

if E has the type Del A: A->(T

0

->A->A)->A

h E [T], [T=A]T

0

i = h E, Del A: T

0

i

if neither of the preceding two rules apply

In addition to the above, we have made some progress on dealing with primitive recursion using

a partial evaluation technique, but the results are only preliminary, and will not be presented here.

5 Nonconservative Extensions

Text describing exploration of language extension by unlimited recursion and side-e�ects

has been omitted from this extended abstract.
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6 Conclusions

We have succeeded in making conservative extensions to the !-order polymorphic �-calculus, result-

ing in the design and implementation of pure LEAP. The extensions include type reconstruction,

type-argument synthesis, and inductive datatype de�nitions. We believe that such syntactic exten-

sions are important in achieving a practical programming language, and we think it is important

that they can be made without disturbing the theoretical properties of the F

!

core calculus.

In carrying out the implementation of LEAP, we have found that the Ergo Support System

(ESS) development tools [14] aided us greatly, allowing us to rapidly prototype many of our ideas.

In particular, the use of a higher-order representation of LEAP terms and types in the ESS im-

plementation of �Prolog has permitted the use of higher-order uni�cation to achieve type recon-

struction. Furthermore, the semi-decidability of type reconstruction seems not to be too much of

a hindrance in our (admittedly small-scale) experience with LEAP programs. Our work in the

e�cient compilation of LEAP data constructors is in a preliminary stage, but early results are

encouraging.

Finally, it seems clear that to make LEAP a truly practical programming language, a number

of nonconservative extensions (such as general recursion and side-e�ects) will have to be added.

This extended language will raise somewhat di�erent implementation problems, and in many ways

the adoption of such extensions simpli�es the implementation problem. In fact, the back end of the

New Jersey SML compiler could be used for compilation. However, the e�cient implementation

of pure LEAP as described here remains an important goal for us, because it is this language

that has a simple logical system for developing and reasoning about programs. In the long run,

our compiler will translate programs in pure LEAP into the extended language which is compiled

with standard technology. Thus the compiler will act as an intermediary between a system for

veri�ed program development (such as the Calculus of Constructions) and an e�cient, functional

programming language (such as SML).
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